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Abstract. In many applications such as sensor networks, mobile ad hoc net-
working and autonomous systems, the relationship between level of service and
resource requirements is not fixed. Environmental factors outside the direct con-
trol of the system affect this relationship and may also affect the perceived utility
of a given level of service. Radar tracking provides a good example. In radar
systems, a fixed amount of radar bandwidth and computing resources must be
apportioned among multiple tasks, each of which corresponds to a target. In ad-
dition, environmental factors such as noise, heating constraints of the radar and
the speed, distance and maneuverability of tracked targets dynamically affect the
mapping between the level of service and resource requirements as well as the
mapping between the level of service and the user-perceived utility. To be able to
handle these tasks, a QoS manager must be adaptive, reacting to dynamic changes
in the environment, adjusting the level of service and reallocating resources effi-
ciently. In this paper, we present a dynamic QoS optimization scheme for a radar
tracking application based on Q-RAM [1, 2]. Our scheme is able to deal with a
large number of operating points in real-time with very acceptable losses in total
utility accrued. This result is made possible by an efficient heuristic to compute
the concave majorant of a multi-variate function, and an off-line storage-efficient
discretization of the static aspects of the problem space. These two contributions
will also be useful in many dynamic QoS-driven applications beyond radar track-
ing.

1 Introduction

Traditional QoS optimization algorithms assume that a collection of tasks compete for
resources, with each task receiving some benefit from those resources. The goal is to
allocate the resources to tasks in such a way as to optimize the total benefit received by
all the tasks. This benefit is often called “utility” [3]. A larger QoS for a task generally
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requires a larger amount of resources and results in larger utility. Furthermore, the QoS-
utility curve usually saturates at a high QoS level with further increases in QoS yielding
smaller increases in utility [1]. Generally, it is assumed that for a given invocation of a
task, the utility received for a particular amount of resources is constant. While this is
sufficient for many applications, this may not be the case for other applications.

An example of an application where the mapping between resources and utility may
change dynamically is radar tracking. Radar tracking is challenging in that it deals with
a large number of dynamic tasks, multiple resources, several practical constraints and
real-time operation. Due to the high complexity of high-quality tracking in real-time,
radar systems have traditionally used rather static schemes inter-mixed with operator
(somewhat error-prone) intuition of which combinations are likely to work. It is im-
portant to develop real-time resource allocation algorithms that will lead near-optimal
resource allocations over a wide range of conditions.
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Fig. 1.Radar Model

In this paper, we model a radar system as being composed of radar transceivers,
a power source and an array of processors for the signal processing and tracking algo-
rithms. A radar system must also satisfy physical constraints, for example, the dynamics
of an object being tracked (such as its speed, acceleration and distance from the radar),
and environmental factors such as noise influence the tracking precision. Moreover, the
radar system itself imposes certain constraints. For example, not only must the utiliza-
tion of the resources be below an appropriate utilization bound, other constraints such
as the heat dissipation limits of a radar transmitter must also be satisfied. The radar
system resource management problems are as follows:

• Selection of appropriate settings or operating points for tracking tasks:In
this paper, we address this issue. We use the QoS-based Resource Allocation Model
(Q-RAM)[1, 4] as the building block of our resource management framework.

• Ensuring schedulability of the tasks:We address this in [5].
Many recent studies have focused on phased-array systems, especially radar schedul-

ing. For example, Goddard et al [6] used data flow model for real-time scheduling of
radar tracking algorithms. On the other hand, Shih et al[7, 8] addressed the scheduling



issues of radar front-end. In addition, similar to our optimization methodology, they
also introduced the idea of “service classes” designed off-line to determine the QoS
operating points of tasks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our model of the
radar system. Section 3 presents the QoS optimization schemes in the radar system. In
Section 4, we evaluate and compare these schemes. In Section 5, we quantize the prob-
lem space and also perform part of the computation off-line. In Section 6, we describe
the results from the quantization. Finally in Section 7, we summarize our contributions
and provide a brief description of our future work.

2 Our Radar System Model
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Fig. 3.Dynamic Q-RAM

We assume4 radar antennas oriented at 90◦ to each other as shown in Figure 1(a).
We also assume that each antenna is capable of tracking targets over a120◦ arc. This
means that there are regions of the sky that are capable of being tracked by only one
radar antenna, as well as regions that can be tracked by two antennas. The antennas are
assumed to share a pool of128 processors (used for tracking and signal processing al-
gorithms) and a common energy source for transmitting and receiving electromagnetic
signals.

A single instance of tracking a particular target by sending radar signals and receiv-
ing the echo is called adwell, as shown in Figure 1(b). It is characterized in terms of
a transmit powerAi, a transmission timeof pulsestxi

5, await timetwi and areceive
time tri. Generally,txi = tri, and the wait time is based on the round-trip time of the
radar signal (e.g., about1 ms for a target 100 miles away). Also, while the radar may
dissipate some power while receiving, this power is much smaller than the transmit
power. For purposes of simplicity, we assume that the receive power is negligible com-
pared to the transmit power. The time between two successive dwells is called thedwell
period (Ti).

5 In practice, the radar transmission time is actually composed of a series of narrow high fre-
quency pulses.



For a particular target, we obtain better tracking information by increasing the trans-
mit time, reducing the dwell period,or increasing the transmission power. The power
requirement, in turn, is inversely proportional to the fourth power of distance of the
target from the radar as the power of the received signal at the radar is inversely of pro-
portional to the fourth power of the distance [9]. Apart from the power output capability
of the energy source, there is a limit on the amount of heat dissipation on each radar
transmitter.

The tracking information is also dependent on many environmental factors beyond
the radar system’s control such as the speed, the acceleration, the distance and the type
of the target, the presence of noise in the atmosphere and the use of electronic counter-
measures by the target. Several tracking algorithms are available to choose from, with
each algorithm performing better or worse with respect to computational cycles, noise
tolerance, dealing with target maneuverability etc. The main tasks of an antenna are
(1) Searching for targets and (2) Tracking the targets. In this paper, we only deal with
tracking because search tasks can be considered to be tracking “virtual targets”. If real
targets are found by a search task, tracking tasks are initiated[5, 6, 7].

In summary, the quality of tracking a particular target depends on environmental
factors, target dynamics as well as the usage of resources. In addition, the importance
of tracking a particular target depends on the type of the target (e.g., a friend or a foe,
a helicopter or a missile), the distance of the target from the radar and the speed of the
target towards the radar. We would like higher precision tracking for dangerous targets
that are close to the radar, and lower precision but more resource-conserving tracking
for less dangerous ones and targets that are far away.

2.1 QoS Model

In this section, we briefly describe our generic QoS model. Let us assume a distributed
system with a set of shared resources and a set ofn independent tasksτ1, . . . , τn. Each
task is assumed to have a set of parameters that can be changed to configure its QoS
and resource demands. We will call theseoperational dimensions. Some operational
dimensions may also beQoS dimensions. A QoS dimension is a single aspect of task
quality that is of direct relevance to the user; for example, the frame rate of a video-
conference application. Other operational dimensions that may be transparent to the
user with respect to quality, but may affect resource demands. For example, the selection
of a video coding algorithm, or the path through the network fall into this category.
In addition, some other operational dimensions may affect both quality and resource
demand, but may not be of direct relevance to the user. An example is the dwell period
of a radar tracking task. While a shorter dwell period will increase both tracking quality
and resource demand, the dwell period itself is not directly of interest to the user. In
such applications, the QoS dimensions may not be directly aligned with the operational
dimensions. In fact, the task quality may even depend on factors in the environment in
addition to the operational setting of a task. For example, in a radar tracking task the
tracking quality can depend not only on the configuration of the task, but on factors
such as the distance to the target as well as its speed and type.

Because of the possible disparity between the QoS objectives of the user and the
configuration options of the task we separately define anoperational space, a quality



spaceand anenvironment space. For a taskτi we define the operational space to be,

Φi = Φi1 × · · · × ΦiNΦ
i
, (1)

whereΦij is thejth operational dimension, thequality spaceby

Qi = Qi1 × · · · ×QiNQ
i

, (2)

whereQij is thejth QoS dimension, and we define theenvironment spaceby,

Ei = Ei1 × · · · × EiNE
i

(3)

whereEij is thejth environment dimension. We also define a sharedresource space
as:

R = R1 × · · · ×Rm, (4)

whereRk is thekth shared resource (or resource dimension).
For some types of tasks, the operational dimensions and quality dimensions may

be equivalent, and there may be no environment dimensions (e.g., a videoconferencing
task), but in general we say that there is aquality functionfi : Φi ×Ei → Qi mapping
each point in the cross product of the operational space and environment space to a
point in the quality space.

Rather than concerning ourselves with the semantics of the values that can be taken
on by the operational dimensions, we assume each operational dimension can be char-
acterized by an index value between 1 andφmax

ij . For operational dimensions that affect
application quality (e.g., frame-rate) we assume 1 to be the lowest quality with in-
creasing index values representing increasing quality. For other types of operational di-
mensions (e.g., the video compression algorithm used) the mapping between the index
value and its semantics is arbitrary. We call each possible combination of index values

{φi1, · · · , φiNΦ
i
} aset-point. The number of set-points for a taskτi is

∏NΦ
i

j=1 φmax
ij .

For each task, the user may specify autility functionui : Qi → < mapping each
point in the quality space to a real number called thetask utility. Usually, task utility
is defined in terms of the weighted sum of a set of dimension-wise utility functions
uij : Qij → <. Thesystem utilityis then simply the sum of the individual task utilities.
Note that for a given environmental conditionei, it is straightforward to map a set-
point φi in the operational space to a utility value using the quality functionf and the
utility function u. Using this mapping, a resource manager can only concern itself with
selecting set-points in the operational space and need not directly consider points in the
quality space.

In order for a task to operate at a particular set-pointφi, it generally requires re-
sources. We define a functiongi : Φi → R specifying the amount of resources required
for a task to operate at each set-point. In a system consisting of multiple resources, a
task may need more than one resource for a particular set-point. We refer to this re-
source requirement as a resource vector, whose each element represents the demand on
a particular resource. In this case, we need to estimate the price of a particular resource
vector of a set-point. Hence we define a scalar quantityr∗i we callcompound resource
in terms of a compound resource functionh : R → < mapping a resource vector of



a task to a value representing the overall demand on the system for a particular set of
resource requirements. The resources can be of multipletypessuch as processors or
radar antenna or network links. In general, if there arel distinct types of resources and
mk denotes the number of resources of typek, a typical compound resource function is
given by

h(R) =

√√√√ l∑
k=1

(
mk∑
j=1

(Rkj
Pkj

))2. (5)

For brevity, we will also writeh(φi) to represent the compound resource required
of a taskτi operating at set-pointφi.

An operational dimensionΦij of taskτi is said to bemonotonicif for all points
in the environment space an increase in the operational index value results in non-
decreasing utility and increasing resource requirements across all resource dimensions.
All other operational dimensions are said to benon-monotonic. Monotonic operational
dimensions typically include direct QoS-like dimensions such as video frame-rate, as
well as indirect QoS-like dimensions such as the dwell period in radar tracking.

Thus, we have explained how each QoS setting of a task is mapped to a set-point
consisting of a resource vector, a compound resource and a corresponding utility value.
Next, we describe how we optimize the QoS of each task under the constraints of finite
resource capacities.

2.2 QoS Optimization

We can now define the basic problem of QoS-based resource allocation as follows.
For each taskτi in the setτ1, . . . , τn, assign a set-pointφi such that the system utility
(sum of the utilities of all tasks) is maximized and no resource utilization exceeds its
maximum. Formally, we write this as:

maximize: u(φ1, ..., φn) =
∑n

i=1 ui(φi) (System Utility)
subject to: ∀1≤k≤m

∑n
i=1 Rik ≤ Rmax

k

∀1≤k≤m,1≤i≤n Rik = gik(φi)

While finding the optimal resource allocation is NP-hard, the Q-RAM algorithm is able
to find a near-optimal solution to this problem inO(nl log(nl)) time [10, 2] wheren is
number of tasks andl is the maximum number ofinputset-points per task6.

The steps of the basic Q-RAM algorithm [4, 2, 3] can be summarized as follows:

1. For each set-point of every task, compute thecompound resourceand utility values.
The compound resource is a measure of the impact on the system of a particular
resource requirement vector.

2. Compute the concave majorant (the smallest concave function lying on or above
all points) of the set-points in the compound resources versus utility space and
eliminate all set-points lying below the concave majorant.

6 The above complexity ignores the complexity involved during the task profile generation
phase, if any.



3. Each task is initialized to the lowest utility set-point.
4. Choose the task with the highestmarginal utility between its current point and the

next point to the right on its concave majorant and make that the new current point
for that task. The marginal utility is defined as the increase in utility divided by the
increase in the compound resource.

5. Repeat the previous step until all resources have been allocated.

The concave majorant in the context of Q-RAM is the set of set-points defining
a curve under which all of the other set-points lie. An example is shown in Figure 4.
Set-points not on the concave majorant need not be considered since they represent
operating points for which an increase in utility can be achieved with no increase in
resource requirements.

The basic algorithm shown here works best when all operational dimensions are
monotonic. Extensions to this algorithm for handling non-monotonic dimensions have
also been studied [10]. These heuristics have been proved to be very effective at quickly
finding resource allocations that are near-optimal for tasks with a reasonable number of
set-points [10].

2.3 Q-RAM and Scheduling

Q-RAM is a resource allocation framework. Since straightforward resource constraints
(such as total resource usage of any resource must be less than 100%) are used in Q-
RAM, a given resource allocation may result in an unschedulable task set. Therefore,
the tasks need to depend on the scheduler admission control to be scheduled at a partic-
ular QoS level. If the tasks are not schedulable, Q-RAM needs to reduce the utilization
bounds of some of the resources in order to produce a schedulable output. The inter-
action between Q-RAM and scheduler admission control is demonstrated in Figure 2.
This is discussed in detail in [5]

Moreover, Q-RAM optimization needs to be performed at regular intervals (known
as the reconfiguration rate) as a background process in a dynamic scenario where the
task set is not fixed and tasks are continuously arriving and departing from the system
[11]. It accepts all newly arrived tasks, performs optimization along with the existing
tasks, and produces the resource allocation settings for all of them as illustrated by
Figure 3.

2.4 Radar Resource Model

The radar resources-space consists of the following resource dimensions: radar band-
width, radar power and computing resources such as CPU and network bandwidth.

Radar Bandwidth Each radar can track only a limited number of targets at a spe-
cific time. Assuming the receiving time of a dwell pulse is equal to its transmit time
txi, since the radar is unused during the waiting period, the utilization of a radar is
given by

∑
i∈Sj

2txi

Ti
whereSj is the set of tracks being processed by radarj. Clearly,

the utilization cannot be more than 100%. If we assume fixed-priority non-preemptive



scheduling, the utilization could be much lower than 100% [12, 13]. Assuming we have
a schedulable utilization boundUb, the utilization constraint can be written as:∑

i∈Sj

2txi

Ti
≤ Ub. (6)

Power ResourceAs mentioned earlier, each radar must also satisfy one or more phys-
ical constraints such as limits on heat dissipation. There are two constraints on duty-
cycles of radar pulses that control its heat dissipation,short-term andlong-term. The
latter is more conservative than the former in terms of heat dissipation from the radar
transmitter. In this paper, for simplicity of presentation, we will restrict our consider-
ation to (conservative) long-term duty-cycles only. The short term power constraint is
more appropriately considered during the schedulability analysis, which is discussed in
[5].

Based on the model presented in the beginning of this section and using Figure 1(b),
txiAi is the energy consumed by one dwell ignoring the power during receive time and
thus

∑
i

txiAi

Ti
will be the long-term power consumption for a set of targets. This gives

us the power constraint: ∑
i∈Tj

txiAi

Ti
≤ Pmax, (7)

wherePmax is the maximum continuous power dissipation. We can treat each of
these constraints, and any other constraints we might wish to consider, as though they
were logical resources. For example, each of the four radars has a utilization resource
in whichUb is the maximum amount of that resource available, and2txi

Ti
is the amount

consumed by targeti. Likewise, each radar also has a power resource in whichPmax is
the total amount of that resource, andtxiAi

Ti
is the amount consumed by targeti.

Computational Resource In addition to the radar resource, each track requires com-
puting resources to process the radar data, and to predict the next location of the target.
The computing resources required depend on the tracking algorithmΠi used, and the
periodTi. We assume that the required CPU is of the formCΠi/Ti whereCΠi is the co-
efficient representing the computational cost of algorithmΠi. If we treat the back-end
multiprocessor system as a single resource, then we have the CPU constraint:∑

i

CΠi
/Ti ≤ Cmax, (8)

whereCmax represents the total processing power of the bank of processors. This ab-
straction is reasonable as long as the amount of processing required by each of the
individual tasks is small compared with the amount available on each of the processors.

Resource Configuration of Radar SystemBased on the discussion above, we have the
following resources in our Radar system: radar bandwidth on4 radar transmitters, radar
heat constraints on4 radar antennas and1 global energy source and1 computational



resource from the ship. Therefore, our resource vector consists of10 components. The
global computational processor allocation has been studied in [10], and we treat it as a
single resource.

2.5 Tracking QoS Model

There are two principal QoS dimensions in the quality space of the radar tracking prob-
lem:

• Tracking error: This is the difference between the actual position and the tracked
position of the target. Although one cannot know the true tracking error, many track-
ing algorithms yield estimates and their precision of a particular tracking result. As
mentioned in Section 2.4, this tracking precision is dependent on the availability of
the physical resources in addition to the computing resources. A smaller tracking error
leads to better tracking precision and hence better quality of tracking. Therefore, we
assume that the tracking qualityqtrack is inversely related to the tracking errorε.

• Reliability: This is the probability that there are no hardware/software failures in
a specified time interval. Higher reliability of a task is obtained by the replicated use of
resources, such as using two radars to track a single target.

In this paper, we focus only on tracking error, and refer the reader to [10] for a study
of how the number of replicas for a particular computation is integrated into Q-RAM.

Next, we list the operational and environmental dimensions of the system.

Operational Dimensions In our tracking model, the operational dimensions are dwell
period (Ti), dwell time (txi), dwell power (Ai), and choice of the tracking algorithm
Πi.

The above parameters can be controlled by the system designer or the optimizer in
order to achieve the desired quality of tracking of a target.

Environmental dimensions The environmental dimensions we consider are thetype
of targetξi (e.g., airplane, helicopter, missile etc.), the distance of the target from the
radarri, the velocity vector of the targetvi, the acceleration vector of the targetai, the
active noise or the presence of electro-magnetic interference such as counter-measures
ni, and the angular location of the target in the sky.

Considering all the operational and environmental dimensions, we can write a func-
tion,

εi = E(ξi, ri,vi,ai, ni︸ ︷︷ ︸
environmental

, Ti, txi, Ai,Πi︸ ︷︷ ︸
operational

), (9)

that estimates the tracking errorεi as a function of the position of the target along the
environmental and operational dimensions. Higher tracking quality yields higher utility.
For the purposes of this paper, we assume that the utility of tracking a target for a certain
quality qtrack is given by the following concave exponential function,

U(qtrack) = w(1− e−βqtrack), (10)

whereβ is a parameter specific to the ranges of the speeds of three different types
of targets (airplane, missile or helicopter). It assumes the utility increases with increase



Table 1.Environmental Dimensions

Parameter Type Range Increments

Distance All 0.1-10 miles continuous
Acceleration All 0.001g-5g continuous
Noise All 1-8 levels discrete

1 (helicopter) 60-160 miles/hr continuous
speed 2 (fighter-jet) 160-960 miles/hr continuous

3 (missile) 800-3200 miles/hrcontinuous
Angle All 0◦-360◦ continuous

Table 2.Operational Dimensions

Parameter Range Increments

Algorithm Kalman, Least Squares,αβγ -
Period 120ms-720 ms 60 ms
Dwell time 0.6ms-30ms 0.6ms
Power 0.1Kd4K-pmKd4 0.1Kd4 a

a K = constant term, d = distance

in tracking precision, which ultimately saturates at a very high precision [3]. The pa-
rameterw is aweight factorthat determines the importance of the target. This is also
dependent on the type of target. Moreover, it is also assumed to be proportional to the
speedand is inversely proportional to thedistanceof the target. The objective of our
optimization is to allocate resources to each tracking process such that the total utility
is maximized. From our stated assumptions on tracking precision, quality and utility,
we obtain the expression of utility as a function of the tracking error,

U(ε) = w(1− e−γ/ε), (11)

whereγ is a function ofβ and the relation between quality and tracking error. The
required values of the operational dimensions in order to obtain a particular value of
tracking error from (9) can be translated into the usage of resources.

3 QoS Optimization in Radar

In the previous section, we formulated the radar tracking problem in our Q-RAM-based
QoS optimization framework. The assumed ranges of the physical parameters are sum-
marized in Tables 1 and 2. The value ofK in Table 2 is assumed to be1 with miles as
a unit of distance, while that ofpm corresponds to the value of utility at0.95w for a
particular target, keeping all operational dimensions except power at their best levels.

Our present system assumes a fixed snapshot of the sky at a particularinstantduring
which the environmental dimensions of the objects are constant. The resource allocation
process needs to be repeated at regular intervals in the dynamically changing environ-
ment of the real world. Hence, its efficient execution is of critical importance for the
method to be of practical use.

The resource allocation process consists of two main steps:



1. Task Profile Generation: Generate the set-points for each target with values as-
signed to its environmental parameters and picking the ranges of the operational
parameters.

2. Basic Optimization: Perform Q-RAM optimization as described in Section 2.2.

3.1 Efficiency and Algorithm Complexity

Fig. 4.Slope-Based Traversal of Concave Majo-
rant Fig. 5. Incremental Traversal

As mentioned earlier, the computational complexity of thebasic Q-RAM algo-
rithm is O(nl(log(nl))), wherel is the number of set-points in a task andn is the
number of tasks. It has two drawbacks. First, this excludes the task profile generation
phase which could be prohibitively expensive in practice for a largel. Second, one of
the primary steps of the basic algorithm involves “concave majorant” determination that
has the complexity ofO(l log(l)) for each task. Consequently, a largel can make this
computation very expensive as well. In our radar model, a task’s average number of
initial set-points is around16500. For 1000 targets, we need to generate and input as
many as16.5 million set-points to the optimizer, a very large number given the radar
system’s need to make resource allocation decisions in real-time. In addition, in the
basic Q-RAM scheme, penalty vectors are computed based on all inputted set-points
of all tasks (task profile). The compound-resource function is then applied to all these
set-points, and only then is the concave majorant of a task profile computed.

Hence, our first improvement to this basic scheme is to filter set-points during the
task profile generation itself so that it relieves the load on the penalty vector computation
and concave majorant operation during the subsequent Q-RAM optimization process.
Such a scheme is discussed in detail next.

3.2 Concave Majorant at Task Profile Generation

Every tracking task needs three resources namely computation time, power and radar
bandwidth. We propose that another level of composite resource cost of each set-point
can be defined using the formula:h∗ = {(rR/rmax

R )2 + (rP /rmax
P )2 + (rC/rmax

C )2} 1
2



during task profile generation process. The parametersrR, rP and rC are the total
amount of radar bandwidth, power and computational resource required by each task
for its a given set-point irrespective of the particular radar and CPU to which it could
be mapped.rmax

R , rmax
P andrmax

C are the total resource capacities for radar, power and
CPU. Unlike the compound resource evaluation during the Q-RAM optimization pro-
cess, this pre-processed compound resource does not require us to evaluate the penalty
vector-based demand of resources which considers all set-points of all the tasks to-
gether. Next, we immediately perform the concave majorant operation on these set-
points during the task profile generation. We refer to this scheme asConcave Majorant
Only in subsequent discussions, and it leads to significant load reduction in the con-
cave majorant operation of the optimization step that requires us to evaluate the penalty
vector of resources.

3.3 Concave-Majorant Approximation

The complexity of computing the concave majorant can be further improved. We present
several pre-processing heuristics that can be performed prior to actually computing the
concave majorant. For the sake of illustration, we will first assume that all tasks have
only monotonic operational dimensions. Later, we shall consider the case of having
some operational dimensions that are non-monotonic.

Slope-based Traversal (ST)Let the minimumset-point for a taskτi for which all
operational dimensions are monotonic be defined asomin

i = {1, . . . , 1}, and let the
maximumset-point be defined asomax

i = {vmax
i1 , . . . , vmax

iNΦ
i

}. Clearly, all of the set-

points in the utility/compound resource space that lie below a “terminating” line from
(u(vmin

i ), h(vmin
i )) to (u(vmax

i ), h(vmax
i )) as shown in Figure 4 cannot be on the con-

cave majorant. These points can be eliminated immediately without being passed on to
the concave majorant step. We call this heuristic “slope-based traversal” (ST). While
this heuristic can reduce the time to compute the concave majorant by a constant fac-
tor, it must still scan all of the set-points to determine if they are above or below the
terminating line.

Fast Set-point TraversalsWe now consider a set of fast traversal heuristics that do not
require computations for all of the set-points. We (temporarily) assume that all opera-
tional dimensions are monotonic. A key observation we made is that when the actual
concave majorant is generated using all of the set-points for typical tasks, the concave
majorant tends to consists of runs of set-points which vary in onlyonedimension at a
time with occasional jumps between runs of points. This insight suggests that we can
use local search techniques to follow the set-points up the concave majorant. We also
know thatomin

i will always be the first point on the concave majorant andomax
i will

always be the last. The different methods presented here differ primarily in the method
used to perform the local search. As an example, consider a task with three operational
dimensions. If we consider the subset of the set-points< 1, 1, ∗ > consisting of all the
set-points for which dimensions 1 and 2 have index value 1, these points will tend to
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form a line as shown in Figure 5. The concave majorant will tend to follow such a line
until it switches to some other line, in this case< 1, ∗, 5 > followed by< ∗, 7, 5 >.

While the fast traversal heuristics presented in this section are not guaranteed to find
the exact concave majorant, in Section 4 we will show that these heuristics produce very
good approximations to the concave majorant in our radar QoS optimization and more
importantly that the drop in system utility from using the approximations is negligible.

First-Order Fast Traversal (FOFT) In first-order fast traversal(FOFT), we keep a
current pointφi for each taskτi which we initialize toomin

i . We then compute the
marginal utility for all the set-points adjacent toφi. A set-point is adjacent if all of its
index values except for one are identical, and the one that differs varies by only one
(i.e., they have a Manhattan distance of one). We, in fact, need only consider positive
index value changes. We then choose the point that has the highest marginal utility, add
it to the concave majorant and make that point the current point. Formally, ifφi is the
current point we choose the next current pointφ′i = φi + ξj wherej maximizes the
marginal utility:

u(φi + ξj)− u(φi)
h(φi + ξj)− h(φi)

(12)

and whereξj is a vector that is zero everywhere except in dimensionj where it is equal
to 1. We repeat this step until we reachφmax

i . After we have generated this set of points,
the resulting curve may not be a concave majorant. Hence, we perform a final concave
majorant operation (albeit on a much smaller number of points than before).

The number of set-points generated before the final concave majorant step will be

the Manhattan distance betweenφmin
i andφmax

i which is:
∑NΦ

i
j=1(φ

max
ij − φmin

ij ). Ignor-
ing boundary conditions, at each point we only considerNΦ

i possible next set-points.
This means that when we haved dimensions andk index levels per dimensions then the
complexity of this algorithm isO(kd2).
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Higher-Order Fast Traversal Methods We can generalize theFOFT algorithm to
an m-stepp-order Fast Traversal algorithm as follows. Just as in theFOFTheuristic,
initialize the current pointφi to φmin

i . Then choose the next pointφ′i = oi + z where
z ∈ Gp

m such that the marginal utility is maximized andGp
m is defined as:

G1
m =

⋃
1≤j≤NO,1≤k≤m

{kξj} (13)

Gp
m = {x + y : x ∈ G1

m, y ∈ Gp−1
m , x • y ≡ 0} ∪Gp−1

m (14)

That is, we look at all the set-points that can be reached from the current set-point by
increasing up top dimensions up tom steps. TheFOFT algorithm described above
then corresponds toG1

1. As with FOFT, we need to perform a final concave majorant
operation on the raw points generated by this heuristic. In this paper, in addition to
FOFT, we will only consider 2-Step First-Order Fast Traversal (G1

2) which we will call
2-FOFT , and 1-step, Second-Order Fast Traversal (G2

1) which we will callSOFT.

3.4 Non-Monotonic Dimensions

The fast traversal algorithms described above assume that all of the operational di-
mensions are monotonic. Unlike monotonic dimensions, non-monotonic operational
dimensions generally do not have a structure that can be easily exploited. In our radar
problem, tracking period, dwell time and tracking power are the examples of monotonic
operational dimensions. However, the choice of tracking algorithm is an example of a
non-monotonic operational dimension.

Suppose that some of the operational dimensions are non-monotonic. Then, for ev-
ery combination of the index values of the non-monotonic dimensions, we simply apply
the fast traversal algorithms to the subset that is monotonic. We then form the union of
all these results and apply a concave majorant. In the worst case that a task has only
non-monotonic dimensions, this simply reduces to a full concave majorant operation.
For example, in our radar model, we apply fast-traversal methods for each of the three
tracking algorithms separately, and then merge all three results and perform a concave
majorant operation.
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4 Experimental Results

Using the settings presented in Tables 1 and 2, we perform the processes of task profile
generation and QoS optimization. We vary the number of targets, compute the utility
accrued and determine the execution time of the two processes. This is averaged over
50 iterations involving independent sets of targets. The experiments are performed on a
2.0GHz Pentium IV with 256MB of memory.

The number of tasks is varied geometrically between8 and512. The number of
tasks for basic Q-RAM stopped before128 when the optimization became intractable.
This is due to the fact that approximately2 million set-points are generated for128
tasks. Each set-point requires approximately 100 bytes of space. This means that we
need more than 200MB just for set-point storage.

The bar-graph in Figure 6 shows the average number of set-points per task after the
task profile generation step under different techniques in log-scale. We observe a drop
from 13794 to 91 (a drop of99%) when we apply the concave majorant operation. We



also observe that2-FOFT reduces the number of points further to47, which is a48%
drop compared to the full concave majorant scheme.
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Figure 7 shows the plot of the overall Q-RAM execution time which is the sum of
the times for the task profile generation and the subsequent optimization. We notice
a huge drop in execution time for the traversal algorithms. For example, for64 tasks,
the run-time drops from7.4 minutes under basic Q-RAM to16.28 seconds when we
perform the concave majorant. It is further reduced to a minimum of0.48s underFOFT.

Next, we inspect the quality of the optimization results. Figure 8 shows the variation
of utility versus the number of tasks. All the algorithms yield very similar utility values.
The worst performer isFOFT, which is smaller by only1.17% for 512 tasks.

Next, we exhaustively compare these traversal algorithms against the simple Con-
cave Majorant scheme for1024 tasks. The results shown in Figure 9 are averaged over
100 independent sets of tasks. As shown in Figure 9(b), we obtained the maximum util-
ity loss underFOFT, which is still only2.7% less than the simple concave majorant
scheme. However, all incremental traversal algorithms providelarge (97%) reductions
in the profile generation time as shown in Figure 9(a), as well asconsiderablereductions
in the optimization time (close to50%) as shown in Figure 9(c).

The total run-time of the algorithm is the sum of the profile generation and optimiza-
tion times. The percentage contribution of the profile generation time in the execution
time of the whole process under all traversal techniques is plotted in Figure 9(d). The
task profile generation always contributes more than87% of the overall time which is
quite expensive. Unfortunately, even the fastest scheme takes more than7s for 1024
tasks. Such a large number is unlikely to be acceptable in modern radar systems. We
therefore, focus on enhancing the performance of our approach even more.

5 Discrete Profile Generation

We found in the previous section that even efficient profile generation at run-time takes
too long. An alternative is to generate the profiles off-line, but the profile space has
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multiple dimensions with wide ranges. Therefore, off-line computation and storage of
profiles requires exponentially large space and becomes unwieldy. The approach we
adopt is to quantize each continuous environmental dimension into a collection of dis-
crete regions. Then, we only need to generate a number of discrete task profilesoff-line
for a variety of environmental conditions. At run-time, we only need to map each task
into one of the discrete profiles. Any quantization carried out must be such that (a) the
storage needs of the discrete profiles are practical, and (b) there is no significant drop in
the quality of the tracks (as measured by the total system utility). We study these met-
rics next. The quantization along any dimension can employ an arithmetic, geometric or
other progression. We first perform experiments varying one environmental dimension
at a time keeping the others constant and plot the utility values based on our assumed
equations. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the variation of utility under the variations of
acceleration, speed and distance respectively.

As observed from the figures, the utility variation can be reasonably approximated
by linear regression with respect to speed and acceleration. The plot for speed has ap-
proximatelythree linear steps due to the use ofthreedifferent types of targets. This
means the arithmetic progression is appropriate for discrete values of speed and accel-
eration. On the other hand, the utility variation is hyperbolic relative to the distance of
the target. Therefore, a geometric progression represents the best scheme for quantizing
distance.

For each combination of the quantized environmental dimensions, a profile is gen-
erated off-line. Then, during the optimization process, each task is mapped to one of
the discrete profiles based on target characteristics. We always round up to conservative
estimates on the environmental parameters in order to determine the suitable quantiza-
tion level for each task. In addition, the weight factor of the profile obtained off-line is
adjusted based on the real values of the speed and the distance of the target.

6 Experimentation Results with Discrete Profiles

The aim of these experiments is to determine the loss in the utility relative to the resolu-
tions of the environmental dimensions. Higher resolutions result in utility values closer



to the optimal, but require more storage for off-line profiling. Also, one dimension may
be more dominant in influencing the utility value than others, hence we need higher
resolution for this dimension. Thus, we have a trade-off between the loss in utility and
storage space.

Figure 13 shows the percentage loss in utility from using discrete profiles for differ-
ent resolutions of acceleration. Each result was taken for1024 independent tasks over
100 iterations. The resolution of acceleration is varied from16 to 1024 m/sec2 by pow-
ers of2 keeping speed and distance continuous. The plot is a concave curve saturating
close to the continuous optimization at higher resolution. Next, we vary the resolution
of the distance from16 to 256 points keeping acceleration and speed continuous. Fig-
ure 14 shows the comparative utility variations. The same experiment is repeated by
varying the resolution of speed keeping the other two dimensions continuous. Figure
15 shows the result. All the results show concave curves approaching a zero utility loss
relative to that obtained under all continuous environmental dimensions. But the varia-
tion across the acceleration dimension is much more significant than the other two, and
can be up to25%.

Next, we plot the same results from the above three experiments as the loss in util-
ity at 1024 tasks against the amount of space required for discrete off-line profiling. For
each curve, we keep two dimensions continuous (or at their maximum possible resolu-
tion) and keep increasing the resolution of one dimension. The amount of storage space
required for off-line profiling is proportional to the resolution of a particular dimension.
For the speed dimension, it is also proportional to the number of types of targets (3 in
our case) since the speed of each type of target is quantized independently. From this,
we can obtain the storage requirements and the corresponding utility loss for each set-
ting of the environmental parameters. For example, for a resolution of16 for distance,
the loss is2.47%, the other factors being continuous. Similarly it is2.89% for speed at
a resolution of2 and2.59% for acceleration at a resolution256. Therefore, for a setting
of (16, 2, 256) for distance,speed and acceleration respectively, we incur a utility loss
of 1− ( 100−2.47

100 )( 100−2.89
100 )( 100−2.59

100 ) = 7.74%. If each set-point requires100 bytes,
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the total space requirement is100 bytes × 16 × (2 × 3) × 256 ' 2.34MB, which is
certainly very acceptable with today’s memory technology.

As seen in Figure 16, we observe that theacceleration dimensionis dominant in
deciding the quality of optimization, the results from the fact that other two dimensions
saturate very quickly. The explanation for the above behavior can be explained from the
weight factor, which is always computed (see Appendix B) based on theexactvalues
of the speed and the distance of the individual targets independent of their quantization.
This can be done without incurring additional complexity, and it dramatically mini-
mizes the effect of quantization on speed and distance. With the quantization in place,
the on-line profile generation time is reduced to the order of microseconds, and only re-
quires the reading of discrete profiles. Overall, the run-time of the algorithm is mainly
contributed by the Q-RAM optimization step. With profile generation now becoming
essentially negligible, the total run-time with discrete profiles can be determined from
the data presented in Figure 7 and the fraction of time not spent in profile generation
presented in Figure 9(d). For example, Figure 7 indicates that with 512 tasks, the total
execution time with on-line profile generation is about 5 seconds. Of these 5 seconds,
Figure 9(d) indicates that 87% of the time is spent on on-line profile generation. With
off-line profile generation taking only microseconds, the optimization time for 512 tasks
now takes just 13% of 5 seconds, i.e. 650ms. Even in the unlikely event that the num-
ber of tasks increases to1024, the total run-time is reduced from7s for on-line profile
generation to only1s for off-line discrete profile generation with a negligible loss in
utility. Hence, utility maximization can be carried out in real-time for1024 tasks or
more7.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We developed a QoS optimization scheme for a model radar system for allocating re-
sources to various tracking tasks. It incorporates the physical and environmental factors
that influence the QoS of the tasks. In order to perform QoS optimization dynamically

7 Normally, a radar deals with atmost150 to 200 tracking tasks



in real-time, the profiles of the tasks must be dynamically generated but this leads to
unacceptable execution times. We proposed two approaches to solve this problem. First,
we showed how only the “relevant” set-points of the tasks are generated using traver-
sal techniques that significantly reduce the complexity of the optimization. A Two-step
First-order Fast Traversal scheme (2-FOFT ) proves to be the best in reducing com-
putational time significantly with negligible loss in system utility. Next, we showed
that the profiles can be generated off-line based on quantization of the environmental
dimensions, with very acceptable storage requirements. Only a limited number of pro-
files need to be generated with quantized values of the environmental dimensions. With
such off-line discrete profile generation, the total optimization time takes only 650ms
for 512 tasks with minimal loss in accrued utility. Hence, resource allocation with utility
maximization can be carried out in real-time.

In this paper, we have dealt with the resource allocation to tracking tasks. Our future
work includes the modeling of a large distributed radar system involving multiple ships.
Finally, these techniques need to be applied to other dynamic systems such as sensor
networks and autonomous systems such as autonomous robotic teams.
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Table 3.Constants in Error Equation

Name Type Values

Ks Speed constant 1.25× 10−6

Kd Distance constant 2× 10−6

Ka Acceleration constant Kalman :5× 10−4, Least Squares :5× 10−5, αβγ : 1× 106

Kn Noise constant Kalman :5× 10−4, Least Squares :5× 10−5, αβγ : 1× 10−6

Kp Power constant 7× 10−2

Kc Dwell constant 3× 10−2

K1, K2, K3 Weight factor constants 5, 5, 5

A Tracking Error Computation

We model the tracking error as a function of environmental parameters as shown in (9). Next, we
make the following assumptions:

• The error increases with the increase in speed (vi), distance (ri) and acceleration (ai).
• Higher signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver reduces error. In addition, the received signal

power is directly proportional to the transmitted signal power and is inversely proportional to the
4th power of the distance.

• Longer dwell time (duration of transmission) reduces error.
• The error increases with the increase in dwell period. The error due to acceleration also

increases with the increase in dwell period.
• The tracking algorithm likeKalmanprovides best precision under noisy environment.Least

Squarescomes second andαβγ finishes last. However, the targets with high maneuverability can
be best tracked byαβγ filter, followed byLeast SquaresandKalman.

Based on the above, the assumed expression of error is given in (15). The values of the
constants are presented in Table 3.

εi = Ti{Ksvi + Kdri + KaaiTi + Knni(
1 + Kpr4

i

Ai
) +

1 + Kcri

txi

}; (15)

B Weight Factor

Theweight factorin the expression of utility function in (11) determines the importance of the
target. For a speedvi and a distanceri, our weight factor is expressed aswi = ( ξi+K1

K2
)( vi

ri+Kr
)

The values ofK1, K2, K3 are shown in Table 3.ξi is an integer corresponding to one of thethree
target types assumed for this model and therefore has the range between[1, 3].


